Introduction. The existence of normal roots of normal operators is a well known consequence of the spectral theorem. Very simple examples show however that normal operators may have roots which are not normal (in fact the identity operator has non-normal roots). In this paper we will show that the invertible scalar operators on a Banach space possess only scalar operators as roots.
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Preliminaries. The term operator will be used to mean a bounded linear transformation qf a Banach space into itself. By a spectral measure on a Banach space 9C, we mean a family of bounded operators E(-) defined on all Borel sets a of the plane, with the following properties.
(i) E (empty set) = 0, £ (plane) = 7, where 7 is the identity.
(ii) For all oi, <r2; E(o"iC\o-2) =E(o-i) -E(o-2) and for disjoint <si, a2
Eiai\Jai) = Eio-i) + Eio-i).
(iii) There exists a constant M such that ||E((r)|| ^ M for alio-, (iv) For xG9C and {an} a sequence of disjoint Borel sets, (CO \ 00
U<r")x=E
If an operator 5 admits a representation S = fzdEiz) where E(-) is a spectral measure then 5 is a scalar operator. T is a spectral operator if T-S+N where S is a scalar operator, A is a quasi-nilpotent operator and S commutes with N.
I. Lemma 1. If T*-I, n a positive integer, I the identity on the Banach space 9C, then T is a scalar operator, of the form 7= E"-i w*Ei where EíEj = OíjEí, i, j=l, ■ ■ ■ ,n and E"-i E¿ = 7. 
